From Bagley Road, turn north onto Hepburn Road.
Park in the theater lot. The parking lots by the office building and nursing home are tow-away zones.
Walk west across the street. Enter the Lake to Lake Trail at the Cleveland Metroparks (CMP) sign adjacent to Park Villa Assisted Living Center.
From the CMP sign, walk northwest along the All-Purpose Trail (ATP) 500 meters. At a bend in the ATP, look for a single blue ribbon on a tree on the left side of the ATP marked “To LL005.”
At that marker, enter the forest and walk 100 meters west. Look for a single ribbon on a tree, also marked “To LL005.”
Than walk about 40 meters northwest to another ribbon on a tree at the edge of the marsh.
Proceed northwest about 50 meters along the edge of the marsh. Look for tri-colored ribbons on a tall PVC pole on the left edge of the marsh, marked “LL005.”